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Abstract
We consider one-round games between a classical verifier and two provers who share en-
tanglement. We show that when the constraints enforced by the verifier are ‘unique’ constraints
(i.e., permutations), the value of the game can be well approximated by a semidefinite program.
Essentially the only algorithm known previously was for the special case of binary answers,
as follows from the work of Tsirelson in 1980. Among other things, our result implies that the
variant of the unique games conjecture where we allow the provers to share entanglement is
false. Our proof is based on a novel ‘quantum rounding technique’, showing how to take a
solution to an SDP and transform it to a strategy for entangled provers.
1 Introduction
Games: For nearly two decades, two-prover one-round games have played a major role in many
of the most important developments in theoretical computer science. Such games consist of a
verifier and two provers who are unable to communicate with each other. The game starts when
the verifier sends two questions, one to each prover, chosen according to some joint distribution.
Each prover then replies with an answer chosen from the alphabet {1, . . . , k} for some k ≥ 1.
Finally, the verifier decides whether to accept or reject, based on the answers he received. The
value of such a game is defined as the maximum success probability that the provers can achieve.
For example, let us consider the following very simple game known as the CHSH game [CHSH69]:
the verifier sends a random bit to each of the provers, who then reply with one bit each (so k = 2).
The verifier accepts if and only if the XOR of the answers is equal to the AND of his questions. A
moment’s reflection shows that the value of this game is 34 , and is obtained, say, when the provers
always return 0.
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One of the most important breakthroughs in theoretical computer science was the discovery
of the PCP theorem in the early 90s [AS98, ALM+98]. Combined with Raz’s parallel repetition
theorem [Raz98], it implies the following.
Theorem 1.1 ([AS98, ALM+98, Raz98]) For any δ > 0 there exists a k = k(δ) such that it is NP-hard
to determine whether, given a (two-prover one-round) game with answers from a domain of size k, its value
is 1 or at most δ.
This result has led to many important advances in the field, including in particular many
tight NP-hardness results. For instance, Ha˚stad [Ha˚s01] showed that it is NP-hard to tell whether
a given 3SAT formula is satisfiable, or not more than a 78 + ε fraction of its constraints can be
satisfied. This shows that the algorithm that simply assigns random values to the variables is
essentially optimal. Other tight NP-hardness results that follow from the PCP theorem include a
hardness factor of 12 + ε for E3LIN2 [Ha˚s01], a hardness factor of n
1−ε for MAXCLIQUE [Ha˚s99],
and a hardness factor of ln n for SETCOVER [Fei98].
One important special case of games is that of unique games. Here, the verifier’s decision is
restricted to be of a very specific form. Namely, for any questions s, t sent to the provers, the
verifier accepts answers a, b if and only if b = σst(a) where σst is some permutation on {1, . . . , k}.
In 2002, Khot [Kho02] presented a conjecture known as the unique games conjecture (UGC) that
essentially says that it is hard to approximate the value of a unique game, even if we are only
interested in distinguishing the almost satisfiable case from the almost completely unsatisfiable
case.
Conjecture 1.2 (Unique games conjecture [Kho02]) For any ε, δ > 0 there exists a k = k(ε, δ) such
that it is NP-hard to determine whether, given a unique game with answers from a domain of size k, its
value is at least 1− ε or at most δ.
It is not hard to see that determining whether the value of a unique game is 1 (i.e., perfectly
satisfiable) can be done efficiently using a simple algorithm, and therefore it is crucial that we
insist here on ε > 0 (cf. Theorem 1.1). Let us also mention that there exist ε, δ > 0 for which the
problem in the conjecture is known to be NP-hard (even with k = 2). This follows from Ha˚stad’s
hardness result for MAXCUT [Ha˚s01]. Despite a considerable amount of work in the last few
years, the plausibility of the conjecture is still uncertain, and this issue is currently one of the
central topics in theoretical computer science.
The tremendous importance of the unique games conjecture stems from the fact that for many
fundamental problems, it implies strong, and often tight, inapproximability results that are not
known to hold under more conventional assumptions. As an example, let us consider the MAXCUT
problem. The best known algorithm for this problem was given in 1994 by Goemans and Williamson,
and achieves an approximation factor of ≈ 0.878 [GW95]. It consists of two main steps: first, one
writes a semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation of the given MAXCUT instance, where by ‘re-
laxation’ we mean that by construction, the value of the SDP is guaranteed to be not smaller than
the size of the maximum cut. This SDP can then be solved efficiently using known techniques for
convex optimization, such as the ellipsoid algorithm (see, e.g., [BV04]). The second part of their al-
gorithm is a ‘rounding procedure’ in which the solution to the semidefinite program is converted
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into a solution to the MAXCUT problem. The name ‘rounding’ comes from the fact that this step
can be seen as a way to round the ‘continuous’ SDP solution into a ‘discrete’ solution to MAXCUT.
Despite intensive research, no better algorithm for MAXCUT has been found until this day.
The best known NP-hardness result, due to Ha˚stad, shows that obtaining approximation ratio
above ≈ 0.941 is NP-hard [Ha˚s01]. The hardness for approximation factors between ≈ 0.878 and
≈ 0.941 was unclear for many years. Recently, it was shown by Khot et al. [KKMO07] that the
UGC implies a tight inapproximability result of ≈ 0.878, thereby giving a partial answer to this
long-standing open question.
Another problem for which the UGC implies a tight hardness result is the Vertex Cover prob-
lem, where a simple algorithm gives an approximation factor of 2 and the UGC implies a hardness
factor of 2− ε for any ε > 0 [KR03] (whereas the best known NP-hardness result is 1.36 [DS05]).
The UGC also implies strong inapproximability results for graph coloring problems [DMR06] and
the Sparsest Cut problem [KV05, CKK+06].
In another line of work, attempts have been made to disprove the conjecture by means of effi-
cient approximation algorithms for the value of unique games [Tre05, CMM06a, GT06, CMM06b].
So far, however, none of these results was able to disprove this conjecture, and this by itself might
be seen by some as evidence in favor of the conjecture. Among the best algorithms is the one
by Charikar et al. [CMM06a] that, given a unique game on alphabet size k whose value is 1− ε,
outputs a solution of value 1−O(√ε log k). This does not disprove the conjecture, but instead
gives us a lower bound on k(ε, δ) for the conjecture to make sense (see also [KKMO07]). Another
recent result is by Chlamtac et al. [CMM06b] who show how to compute, given a unique game
on alphabet size k whose value is 1− ε, a solution of value 1−O(ε√log n log k). This is better
than [CMM06a] for small values of ε, but as before, is not enough to disprove the conjecture and
only tells us that k should be large enough as a function of ε and δ. We remark that most of
these results are based on an SDP relaxation, followed by a (usually quite sophisticated) rounding
procedure.
Games with entangled provers: In this paper we consider the model of two-prover one-round
games in which the provers are allowed to share entanglement. (The verifier and all communica-
tion remain classical, as before.) Such games are sometimes known in the quantum information
literature as nonlocal games and have their origins in a seminal 1935 paper by Einstein, Podolsky,
and Rosen [EPR35] and a 1964 paper by Bell [Bel64]. We define the entangled value of a game as
the maximum success probability achievable by provers that share entanglement. For instance, it
is known that the entangled value of the CHSH game is 12 +
1
2
√
2
≈ 85%, which is strictly greater
than the 75% achievable without entanglement. This remarkable ability of entanglement to create
correlations that are impossible to obtain classically (something Einstein referred to as “spooky”)
is one of the most peculiar aspects of quantum mechanics and required many years to be properly
understood.
One motivation for this model comes from the fact that although a verifier can guarantee that
provers don’t communicate (by separating them in space, say), he has no way to guarantee that
they don’t share entanglement. Therefore, in order for a proof system with two provers to be
sound in our quantum physical world, we must consider the scenario where the provers share
entanglement, even when the verifier is classical. This is especially true for multi-prover crypto-
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graphic protocols, where the presence of entanglement could break the security of the protocol.
Another purely mathematical motivation for this model comes from the hope that through study-
ing this model, we can reach a better understanding of the non-classical correlations that arise in
quantum mechanics, and even obtain some new insights into multi-prover games similar to those
obtained from the PCP theorem.
Despite considerable work on this model, our understanding of it is still quite limited. One
of the earliest and most important results in this area is due to Tsirelson [Cir80], who showed
that, for the special case of unique games with an alphabet of size k = 2, the entangled value
is given exactly by the optimum of a certain SDP and can therefore be computed efficiently (see
also [CHTW04] where this is made explicit and [CSUU07] for a nice application of this SDP).
Unique games with k = 2 are also known as XOR-games because one can think of the two possible
answers as a bit, and then the only possible unique constraints are a⊕ b = 0 and a⊕ b = 1. This
result is in contrast to the (non-entangled) value of an XOR-game, which is NP-hard to compute
exactly or even to approximate (as follows from Ha˚stad’s hardness result for MAXCUT). Finally,
we note that the CHSH game is an XOR-game, and the way to derive its entangled value of 12 +
1
2
√
2
is by computing Tsirelson’s SDP.
Unfortunately, our current understanding of the entangled value of games does not extend
much beyond the case of XOR-games. To the best of our knowledge, the only other general result
is by Masanes [Mas05], who shows how to compute the entangled value of games with only two
possible questions to each prover and k = 2.1 Although restricted to this very special case, his
result still allows us to handle a few cases not handled by Tsirelson’s result (namely, non-unique
games for k = 2 with two questions).
In all other cases, no method is known to compute or even approximate (with provable guar-
antees) the entangled value of a game. Even for some very small fixed size games, there is still
uncertainty regarding their entangled value (see, e.g., [BM04]). One recent attempt to handle
more general games was made by Navascues et al. [NPA07], who outlined a hierarchy of SDP
relaxations of the entangled value of a game. Unfortunately, there are no known bounds on the
quality of their SDP relaxations.
Our results: Our main result is an approximation algorithm for the entangled value of any
unique game. More precisely, our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.3 There exists an efficient algorithm that, given a unique game whose entangled value is 1− ε,
outputs a value ε/6 ≤ ε′ ≤ ε and a description of an entangled strategy for the provers whose success
probability is at least 1− 6ε′.
This theorem gives, for the first time, a way to approximate the entangled value of games with
more than two possible answers. It is also the first provable approximation (as opposed to exact)
algorithm for the entangled value of a game.
Our result shows that the analogue of Conjecture 1.2 for entangled provers is false. Indeed, as
long as, 6ε + δ < 1, our algorithm can efficiently tell whether the entangled value of a game is at
least 1− ε or at most δ. This can be seen as a (modest) contribution to the understanding of the
ever-more-mysterious unique games conjecture.
1His method also handles the case of more than two provers.
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It is interesting to compare our algorithm with the approximation algorithms for the (non-
entangled) value of unique games. Given a unique game with entangled value 1− ε, our algorithm
outputs a strategy whose entangled value is at least 1− 6ε. In contrast, the algorithms in [Tre05,
CMM06a, GT06, CMM06b] given a unique game with value 1− ε, output a strategy whose value
is at least 1− f (ε, k) for some function f (ε, k). The fact that our approximation is independent of k
is crucial.
Techniques: The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on a semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation
of the entangled value. Our SDP turns out to be equivalent to the one used by Khot in [Kho02]
as a relaxation of the (non-entangled) value of a game (and, in fact, this SDP originates in the
work of Feige and Lova´sz [FL92]). We note, however, that in the non-entangled case, certain extra
constraints are sometimes used that are not known to hold in the entangled case.
The heart of the proof is in the second step, where we show how to take a solution to the SDP
and transform it into a strategy for entangled provers. We call this step the ‘quantum rounding’
step in analogy with the rounding procedure used in the non-entangled case. We hope that this
novel technique will be useful for other problems as well. The main idea in our rounding step is to
use the vectors given by the SDP solution as a quantum measurement performed by the provers
on a maximally entangled state shared by them.
Extensions: We present two extensions of our main theorem. The first involves a special case of
unique games which we call uniform unique games. These are unique games for which there exists
an optimal strategy in which each prover’s answer distribution is uniform (for each question). As
we show later, any unique game in which the verifier’s decision is based solely on a− b (mod k)
is a uniform unique game. This includes XOR-games as well as the unique games constructed
in [KKMO07]. For this special case, we show that the factor 6 in our main theorem can be improved
to 4. We also extend our main theorem to d-to-d games, which are another type of game considered
in [Kho02]. Namely, we show that Khot’s conjecture for d-to-d games is false in the case that the
provers share entanglement.
Discussion: Our work gives for the first time a way to approximate the entangled value of games
with more than two possible answers. One open question this raises is whether there exist bet-
ter algorithms for approximating (or even computing exactly) the entangled value of a unique
game. So far we only know of such a result in the case k = 2, where Tsirelson’s SDP gives an
exact answer [Cir80]. Extending this to k > 2 might require improving our quantum rounding
procedure, and might also involve the use of a tighter SDP, perhaps taken from the SDP hierarchy
outlined in [NPA07]. Another open question is whether our quantum rounding technique can be
used for other types of games. One good candidate are games with inequality constraints, such as
MAX-K-CUT, as those are relatively well-understood [KKMO07].
One might also hope to extend our results and deal with the case of general games. In fact,
for all that we know, it might be the case that there exists an efficient algorithm that can compute
exactly the entangled value of any given game. This strange state of affairs is (unfortunately)
consistent with everything we know so far. The only indication that such an algorithm is unlikely
to exist comes from recent work by Kempe et al. [KKM+] who show that computing the entangled
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value of a game with three provers is NP-hard. Strengthening this result to show also hardness
of approximating the entangled value is one of the most important open questions in this area.
Ideally, we would like to prove the analogue of Theorem 1.1 for the case of entangled provers, or
determine that it is not true.
Strong violation of Bell inequalities: Games exhibiting a gap between their entangled value
and non-entangled value are of great interest to physicists, for possible use in experiments whose
goal is to demonstrate the presence of quantum entanglement (see, e.g., [WW01] and references
therein). Such games are said in the physics literature to exhibit a ‘violation of Bell inequalities’.
By combining our main result with a remarkable construction by Khot and Vishnoi [KV05], we
can obtain unique games whose entangled value is very close to 1 even though their value is
very close to 0. Previously, such large gaps were known only for non-unique games (such as the
parallel repetition of the Magic Square game). The simpler structure of unique games might be
an advantage in certain circumstances. A related result was recently established for three-prover
games with binary answers [PGWP+].
In more detail, Khot and Vishnoi constructed for any k ≥ 1 and η > 0, a unique game with 2k/k
questions to each prover and answer alphabet of size k for which the value of our SDP relaxation
is at least 1− 9η and whose (non-entangled) value is at most 2/kη .2 (We note that the existence of
unique games whose SDP value is close to 1 and whose value is close to 0 follows from the UGC,
but Khot and Vishnoi’s result is unconditional and also gives explicit parameters.) By combining
their result with Theorem 1.3, we obtain that for any k ≥ 1 and η > 0, there exists a unique game
G with 2k/k questions to each prover and answer alphabet of size k for which the entangled value
is at least 1− 54η and whose (non-entangled) value is at most 2/kη .
2 Preliminaries
We study one-round two-prover cooperative games of incomplete information, also known in the quan-
tum information literature as nonlocal games. In such a game, a referee (also called the verifier) asks
questions to two provers, Alice and Bob, who cooperate with each other. A game G = G(pi, V)
is specified by a set Q and a number k ≥ 1, a probability distribution pi : Q × Q → [0, 1], and
a predicate V : [k] × [k] × Q × Q → {0, 1}. The game proceeds as follows: the referee sam-
ples (s, t) ∈ Q × Q according to pi and sends question s to Alice and question t to Bob. Alice
replies with an answer a ∈ [k], and Bob with an answer b ∈ [k]. The provers win if and only if
V(a, b | s, t) = 1.3 The provers are allowed to agree on a strategy before the game starts, but are
not allowed to communicate with each other after receiving their questions. The value of a game
is the maximum probability with which the provers can win. The provers may share randomness,
but it is easy to see that this does not increase the value of the game.
The provers can also share an entangled state, which can sometimes increase their winning
probability (for background on quantum information see, e.g., [NC00]). We therefore define the
2Strictly speaking, their construction gives a general constraint graph, and not a two-prover game as needed in
our case. In order to derive a two-prover game from their construction, simply choose a random constraint and then
randomly send one question to each prover.
3We write V(a, b | s, t) for V(a, b, s, t) to distinguish variables for questions from variables for answers.
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entangled value of a game to be the highest winning probability of entangled provers. Let us define
this more explicitly. In general, a strategy for entangled provers is described by a shared (possibly
mixed) quantum state, as well as a general measurement on Alice’s part of the state for each of
her questions, and a general measurement on Bob’s part of the state for each of his questions. On
obtaining question s, Alice performs the measurement corresponding to s on her part of the state
and returns as answer the result; Bob’s behavior is similar. By standard arguments, we can assume
without loss of generality that Alice and Bob share a pure quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ Cd×d for some
d ≥ 1, and that, moreover, they use projective measurements, i.e., for each s Alice’s measurement is
described by {Asa}a where the Asa are orthogonal projectors and ∑a Asa = I, and similarly Bob uses
measurements {Btb}b. By definition, the probability that on questions s, t Alice answers a and Bob
answers b is given by 〈ψ|Asa ⊗ Btb|ψ〉. Therefore, the entangled value of G can be written as
ω∗(G) = lim
d→∞
max
|ψ〉∈Cd⊗Cd
max
Asa,Btb
∑
abst
pi(s, t)V(a, b | s, t)〈ψ|Asa ⊗ Btb|ψ〉.
We shall be concerned with games of a specific form.
Definition 2.1 A game is termed unique if we can associate a permutation σst on [k] with each pair of
questions (s, t) such that V(a, b | s, t) = 1 if and only if b = σst(a).
We also want to consider games in which the answers of each prover in an optimal strategy
are distributed uniformly in [k].
Definition 2.2 A game is termed uniform if there exists an optimal strategy for entangled provers in
which, for each prover and for each question, the marginal distribution of his answers is uniform over [k].
As an example, consider a game in which the verifier accepts answers a, b solely as a function of
a − b (mod k). In such a game, Alice and Bob, by using their shared randomness (or entangle-
ment), can choose a number c uniformly from [k] and add it modulo k to their responses. This does
not change their probability of winning the game, but causes each prover’s output to be uniformly
distributed in [k]. Therefore, any such game is a uniform game.
Finally, we consider more general games known as d-to-d′ games.
Definition 2.3 A game has the d-to-d′ property if for each pair of questions (s, t) and each answer a of
the first prover, there are at most d answers b of the second prover for which V(a, b | s, t) = 1, and similarly,
for each answer b of the second prover, there are at most d′ answers a for which V(a, b | s, t) = 1.
In [Kho02], Khot conjectured that for any δ > 0 there exists a k = k(δ) such that it is NP-hard to
determine whether, given a 2-to-1 game with answers from a domain of size k, its value is exactly
1 (i.e., perfectly satisfiable) or at most δ. This conjecture was used in proving the hardness of
graph coloring problems [DMR06]. In Theorem 4.6 below we show that if the provers are allowed
entanglement, then this conjecture, as well as its extension to d-to-d′ games, is false.
3 SDP Relaxation
We use the following SDP relaxation for the entangled value of an arbitrary two-prover one-round
game. The SDP maximizes over the real vectors {usa}, {vtb}, and z.
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SDP 1
Maximize: ∑abst pi(s, t)V(a, b | s, t)
〈
usa, vtb
〉
Subject to: ‖z‖ = 1
∀s, t, ∑a usa = ∑b vtb = z
∀s, t, ∀a 6= b, 〈usa, usb〉 = 0 and 〈vta, vtb〉 = 0
∀s, t, a, b, 〈usa, vtb〉 ≥ 0
Note that the second constraint is, strictly speaking, not an SDP constraint. However, it is easy
to see that there is an equivalent formulation in SDP language. For instance, we can replace the
first two constraints by ∑a,b
〈
usa, vtb
〉
= 1, ∑a 〈usa, usa〉 = 1 and ∑b
〈
vtb, v
t
b
〉
= 1.
For a game G, let ωsdp1(G) be the value of SDP 1. We start by showing that it is indeed a
relaxation of the entangled value of the game.
Lemma 3.1 Let G = G(pi, V) be a (not necessarily unique) one-round two-prover game. Then ω∗(G) ≤
ωsdp1(G).
Proof: Consider any strategy for the entangled provers, specified by a state |ψ〉 ∈ Cd×d and pro-
jectors {Asa} and {Btb}. Define the vectors u˜sa = (Asa⊗ I)|ψ〉 and v˜tb = (I⊗ Btb)|ψ〉 inCd×d. Consider
now the real 2d2-dimensional vectors defined by usa = Re(u˜sa)⊕ Im(u˜sa), vtb = Re(v˜tb)⊕ Im(v˜tb) and
z = Re(|ψ〉)⊕ Im(|ψ〉). Note that because 〈u˜sa, v˜tb〉 = 〈ψ|Asa ⊗ Btb|ψ〉 is real, we have that〈
usa, v
t
b
〉
= Re(u˜sa)Re(v˜
t
b) + Im(u˜
s
a)Im(v˜
t
b) = Re(
〈
u˜sa, v˜
t
b
〉
) = 〈ψ|Asa ⊗ Btb|ψ〉 ≥ 0.
The other constraints follow from the observations that ∑a u˜sa = |ψ〉 = ∑b v˜tb, that 〈z, z〉 =
Re(〈ψ|ψ〉) = 1, and that for a 6= b,〈
usa, u
s
b
〉
= Re(
〈
u˜sa, u˜
s
b
〉
) = Re(〈ψ|Asa Asb ⊗ I|ψ〉) = 0,
since Asa Asb = 0, and similarly
〈
vta, vtb
〉
= 0.
In the case of uniform games there exists an optimal strategy in which the provers’ output
distribution is uniform on [k]. This allows us to add the following constraint to the original SDP:
Additional constraint for SDP 2: ∀s, t, a, b, ‖usa‖ = ‖vtb‖ = 1/
√
k.
This gives a more constrained SDP relaxation for uniform games, which we call SDP 2 and whose
value we denote by ωsdp2(G). To see that this is indeed a relaxation of uniform games, note that
with the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.1,
〈usa, usa〉 = 〈u˜sa, u˜sa〉 = 〈ψ|Asa ⊗ I|ψ〉,
which is equal to 1k since the last expression is exactly Alice’s marginal distribution, and similarly
for vtb. This extra constraint will allow us to slightly improve our quantum rounding procedure.
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4 Quantum Rounding
In this section we describe how to round the solution of our SDP to a quantum strategy. We start
with an informal outline of the rounding algorithm for the special case of uniform unique games,
and then describe how to modify it for general unique games. The formal description of the
rounding algorithm is given as Algorithm 1 below, and it uses a particular measurement, given
here as Measurement 1, as a subroutine.
Our goal is the following. The SDP relaxation of a game gives us a solution {usa}, {vtb} where
for fixed s, t the inner products
〈
usa, vtb
〉
can be interpreted as a joint probability distribution on
(a, b) (note that they are non-negative and sum to 1). The marginal distribution on a is given by
‖usa‖2 and on b by ‖vtb‖2; in particular, for SDP 2 these marginal distributions are uniform. The
value of the SDP then represents the winning probability in the corresponding game (given by pi
and V), when the provers answer according to this probability distribution. Hence we would like
to design a quantum strategy that reproduces this probability distribution as closely as possible.
Then also its winning probability will be close to the value of the SDP solution.
The basic idea is to use the solution to the SDP to define a measurement for Alice and Bob on
the maximally entangled state |ψ〉 = 1√n ∑ni=1 |i, i〉. This state has the property that for any orthonor-
mal basis of real vectors {|ui〉}ni=1 it can be written as |ψ〉 = 1√n ∑ni=1 |ui, ui〉. This implies that if
Alice measures in such a basis and obtains outcome i, then Bob’s state collapses to |ui〉. If Bob
then measures in a basis {|vj〉} in which one of the vectors, say |vj〉, is close to |ui〉, then Bob’s
measurement outcome is likely to be j.
We now describe our rounding algorithm for the simpler case of uniform unique games, using
SDP 2. Consider a solution of SDP 2 and assume that it lies in Rn for some n ≥ 1. Assume
moreover that the value of this solution is 1 − ε for some small ε > 0. This means that for a
typical pair s, t the sum ∑ka=1
〈
usa, vtσst(a)
〉
is close to 1, and hence, since the norms of all these
vectors are 1/
√
k, usa is typically close to vtσst(a). We now use this solution to define local projective
measurements on the n-dimensional maximally-entangled state |ψ〉 = 1√n ∑ni=1 |i, i〉. For fixed s,
the k vectors usa are orthogonal, and so, after normalization, define part of a basis. We complete
this to a basis of Rn in an arbitrary way. When Alice is asked question s, she measures her half
of |ψ〉 in this basis, outputting a if her measurement result corresponds to the basis element usa,
and outputting (for the moment) nothing if she obtains one of the extra basis elements. Similarly,
when Bob is asked question t, he measures his half of |ψ〉 in a basis that contains the vectors {vtb}b,
outputting b if his measurement result corresponds to the vector vtb, and nothing otherwise.
This rounding scheme has two properties – one good, the other bad. First the good property:
if Alice outputs a, then Bob will output σst(a) with high probability, since the vector usa is close to
the vector vt
σst(a)
. Hence we have that if Alice does give an answer, Bob’s answer will be correct
with high probability. The problem is that the probability that Alice does give an answer is k/n,
which is typically very small.
Luckily, the solution to this problem is easy. If Alice doesn’t obtain a suitable outcome, she just
starts over, performing her measurement on a fresh maximally entangled state. She keeps per-
forming her measurement on fresh states until she obtains an outcome corresponding to a vector
usa. Bob does likewise, performing his measurement on fresh states, making sure to use them in
the same order as Alice. This fixes the problem above, since now Alice answers with probability
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1. In doing so, however, it seems we have created a new problem: it is entirely possible that Al-
ice and Bob’s measurements will succeed on different copies of the maximally-entangled state, in
which case their answers won’t be correlated at all. But here we are saved by the good property
of our measurement: if Alice does obtain an outcome a in a given round, then Bob will obtain a
correct outcome b with high probability, assuming he hasn’t already answered. Conversely, if Bob
obtains an outcome b in a given round, then Alice will obtain a correct outcome a with high prob-
ability, assuming she hasn’t already answered. All this means that, with high probability, their
measurements succeed on the same copy of |ψ〉.
Let us now consider general (not necessarily uniform) unique games. Our starting point now
is a solution to SDP 1 of value 1− ε. Again, for a typical pair s, t we have that ∑a
〈
usa, vtσst(a)
〉
is
close to 1. However, in our rounding algorithm we have to add an extra step to account for the
fact that the vectors usa, vtb might not all be of the same length. The projective measurement that we
have constructed does not take this into account, because all basis vectors after renormalization
are equally likely to occur. Recall that our goal is to reproduce the joint probability distribution on
a, b given by
〈
usa, vtb
〉
, and, in particular, its marginal distributions on a and b, given by ‖usa‖2 and
‖vtb‖2: Our rounding algorithm has to ensure that outcomes that correspond to short vectors usa or
vtb should be less likely than those corresponding to longer vectors. To this end we use a rejection
sampling technique, as follows. Alice samples λ uniformly from [0, 1]. If Alice’s measurement
outcome is a, she outputs it if and only if λ ≤ ‖usa‖2. This ensures that the probability that Alice
answers a is the same as that given by the SDP relaxation. Similarly, if Bob’s measurement outcome
is b, he outputs it if and only if λ ≤ ‖vtb‖2. Again a problem arises that, even if Alice’s and Bob’s
outcomes are otherwise correlated, the rejection sampling could make Alice accept and Bob reject
(or vice versa) on the same copy of |ψ〉. Luckily, we are helped again by the fact that on average,
usa and vtσs,t(a) are close, and in particular have comparable length. Therefore, to coordinate the
rejection sampling procedure, Alice and Bob will use a shared random variable λ in each step,
which means that with high probability they will either both accept or both reject. (Note that it is
easy to obtain a shared random variable from shared entanglement.)
Algorithm 1 Quantum rounding for unique games.
Setup: Alice and Bob share many copies of an n-dimensional maximally entangled
state |ψ〉 = 1√n ∑ni=1 |i, i〉, for some fixed basis {|i〉} of Cn, as well as a sequence
Λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . ) of real numbers, where the λi are independent and each is
sampled uniformly from [0, 1].
Alice: On input s, performs the measurement MEASURE(u1s , u2s , . . . , uks) on her share
of the maximally entangled states and the sequence Λ.
Bob: On input t, performs the measurement MEASURE(v1t , v
2
t , . . . , v
k
t ) on his share of
the maximally entangled states and the sequence Λ.
4.1 Analysis of the measurement procedure
Lemma 4.1 Let x1, . . . , xk and y1, . . . , yk be two sequences of orthogonal vectors inRn such that ∑ki=1 ‖xi‖2 =
∑ki=1 ‖yi‖2 = 1. Assume Alice and Bob apply Measurement 1, Alice using (xi) and Bob using (yi). For
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Measurement 1 The measurement MEASURE(x1, x2, . . . , xk) used in Algorithm 1.
Input: A state on a Hilbert space H = ⊗∞r=1Hr, where each Hr ∼= Cn, and
a sequence of real numbers Λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .), where each λr ∈ [0, 1].
Parameters: k orthogonal vectors x1, x2, . . . , xk ∈ Rn.
Output: An integer m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Measurement: Define a POVM on Cn with elements
Pi =
∣∣∣ xi‖xi‖
〉〈 xi
‖xi‖
∣∣∣ for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and P0 = I − k∑
i=1
Pi,
where for a vector w ∈ Rn we write |w〉 = ∑i(w)i|i〉 for its embed-
ding into Cn.
For r = 1, 2, . . . do:
Measure Hr using POVM (P0, . . . , Pk), obtaining outcome m.
If (m 6= 0 and λr ≤ ‖xm‖2) then output m and exit.
any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} define
qi,j :=
〈
xi
‖xi‖ ,
yj
‖yj‖
〉2
min(‖xi‖2, ‖yj‖2)
and let qtotal := ∑i,j qi,j. Then for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the probability that Alice outputs i and Bob outputs
j is at least
qi,j
2− qtotal .
Proof: We start by analyzing one round of the measurement, i.e., Alice and Bob share a maximally
entangled n-dimensional state and a random number λ ∈ [0, 1]. Each performs a measurement
given by his or her input vectors, and outputs the outcome m if m 6= 0 and λ ≤ ‖xm‖2 (resp.
λ ≤ ‖ym‖2), or nothing otherwise.
A round can end in one of four possible ways, to which we assign probabilities as follows:
• (pdone) Both Alice and Bob give an output;
• (pfail,1) Alice gives an output while Bob does not;
• (pfail,2) Bob gives an output while Alice does not;
• (pretry) Neither Alice nor Bob gives an output.
Hence pdone + pfail,1 + pfail,2 + pretry = 1. Let us also define pi,j for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} as the probability
that Alice outputs i and Bob outputs j in one round. Notice that pdone = ∑ki,j=1 pi,j.
We now compute each of these probabilities. By construction, the probability that Alice obtains
an outcome i 6= 0 from her POVM is exactly 1/n. Conditioned on that happening, Bob’s state
collapses to the pure state given by the vector |xi〉/‖xi‖. Therefore, the conditional probability
that he obtains an outcome j 6= 0 in his POVM is given by
〈
xi
‖xi‖ ,
yj
‖yj‖
〉2
. Finally, conditioned on
Alice measuring i 6= 0 and Bob measuring j 6= 0, the probability that both actually output their
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values is min(‖xi‖2, ‖yj‖2). Hence we see that for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the probability that in one
round of the measurement Alice outputs i and Bob outputs j is
pi,j :=
1
n
〈
xi
‖xi‖ ,
yj
‖yj‖
〉2
min(‖xi‖2, ‖yj‖2) = 1n qi,j.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the probability that Alice gives an output is
m
∑
i=1
1
n
‖xi‖2 = 1n
and similarly for Bob. This implies that
pfail,1 = pfail,2 =
1
n
− pdone.
To complete the proof, let us consider the probability that in Measurement 1, Alice outputs i
and Bob outputs j. This probability is lower bounded by the probability that Alice outputs i and
Bob outputs j in the same round. The latter probability is given by
∞
∑
r=0
(pretry)r pi,j =
pi,j
1− pretry =
pi,j
pdone + pfail,1 + pfail,2
=
pi,j
2
n − pdone
=
qi,j
2− qtotal .
Corollary 4.2 Let V be a subset of {1, . . . , k}2. Then, in the setting of Lemma 4.1, the probability that
Alice’s output i and Bob’s output j are such that (i, j) ∈ V is at least
pV
2− pV ≥ 1− 2(1− pV),
where
pV := ∑
i,j∈V
〈
xi
‖xi‖ ,
yj
‖yj‖
〉2
min(‖xi‖2, ‖yj‖2).
4.2 Analysis of the quantum rounding
We first analyze the easier case of uniform unique games. We remark that we could have slightly
simplified the algorithm for this case by avoiding the rejection sampling step, but for convenience
we keep it since it does not affect our results.
Theorem 4.3 (Uniform unique games) Let G be a uniform unique game. Suppose that ωsdp2(G) =
1− ε. Then ω∗(G) ≥ 1− 4ε.
Proof: Fix a solution {usa}, {vtb}, z to SDP 2 with value 1− ε and consider the strategy of Alice and
Bob given by Algorithm 1. Our goal is to show that this strategy has success probability at least
1− 4ε. In order to show this, it suffices to show that for any questions s, t, the success probability
of Alice and Bob on these questions is at least 1− 4(1−∑ab V(a, b | s, t)
〈
usa, vtb
〉
).
So from now on fix a pair of questions s, t and let σ be the permutation corresponding to the
constraint between s and t, i.e., V(a, b | s, t) = 1 if and only if b = σ(a). For i = 1, . . . , k, define
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ui = usi and vi = v
t
σ(i). Suppose that ∑i 〈ui, vi〉 ≥ 1− ε˜ for some ε˜ ≥ 0 and recall that our goal is
to show that Alice and Bob succeed with probability at least 1− 4ε˜. By Corollary 4.2, their success
probability is at least
psucc ≥ 1− 2(1− p′succ),
where
p′succ =
k
∑
i=1
〈
ui
‖ui‖ ,
vi
‖vi‖
〉2
min(‖ui‖2, ‖vi‖2). (1)
It therefore suffices to show that p′succ ≥ 1 − 2ε˜. Using the extra constraints in SDP 2 and the
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
p′succ = k
k
∑
i=1
〈ui, vi〉2 ≥
( k
∑
i=1
〈ui, vi〉
)2
≥ 1− 2ε˜.
Theorem 4.4 (Unique games) Let G be a unique game. Suppose that ωsdp1(G) = 1− ε. Then ω∗(G) ≥
1− 6ε.
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we have vectors ui, vi, this time coming from SDP 1, satis-
fying ∑i 〈ui, vi〉 ≥ 1− ε˜. Our goal now is to show that p′succ ≥ 1− 3ε˜ where p′succ is defined as in
Eq. (1).
Let F := ∑i ‖ui‖‖vi‖. We first notice that
F ≤
(
∑
i
‖ui‖2
)1/2(
∑
i
‖vi‖2
)1/2
= 1.
Define
p′′succ := ∑
i
〈
ui
‖ui‖ ,
vi
‖vi‖
〉2
‖ui‖‖vi‖.
Then, by convexity,
p′′succ = F ∑
i
‖ui‖‖vi‖
F
〈
ui
‖ui‖ ,
vi
‖vi‖
〉2
≥ F
(
∑
i
‖ui‖‖vi‖
F
〈
ui
‖ui‖ ,
vi
‖vi‖
〉)2
=
1
F
(
∑
i
〈ui, vi〉
)2
≥ 1− 2ε˜.
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Moreover, using the fact that for any nonnegative a, b ∈ R, √ab−min(a, b) ≤ |a− b|/2,
p′′succ − p′succ ≤
1
2 ∑i
〈
ui
‖ui‖ ,
vi
‖vi‖
〉2
|‖ui‖2 − ‖vi‖2|
≤ 1
2 ∑i
|‖ui‖2 − ‖vi‖2|
=
1
2 ∑i
|〈ui, z〉 − 〈vi, z〉|
=
1
2 ∑i
∣∣∣∣∣∑j 6=i
〈
ui, vj
〉−∑
j 6=i
〈
vi, uj
〉∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
2
(
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
〈
ui, vj
〉
+∑
i
∑
j 6=i
〈
vi, uj
〉) ≤ ε˜.
Remark: The above analysis is ‘locally tight’ in the following sense. For any small ε˜ > 0 and
large enough k, there exist two sequences of orthogonal vectors u1, . . . , uk and v1, . . . , vk satisfying
(i) ∑i ui = ∑i vi has norm 1, (ii) for all i, j,
〈
ui, vj
〉 ≥ 0, (iii) ∑ki=1 〈ui, vi〉 = 1 − ε˜, and (iv) the
probability that the quantum rounding procedure produces a pair (i, j) with i = j is roughly 1− 6ε˜.
Let a =
√
(1− ε˜)/k and b = √2ε˜/k, and let e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , fk/2 be orthonormal unit vectors.
Our vectors are given by ui = aei + b fi, vi = aei for i = 1, . . . , k2 , and ui = aei, vi = aei + b fi− k2 for
i = k2 + 1, . . . , k.
Our final theorem deals with d-to-d games, and uses the following combinatorial claim.
Claim 4.5 Let (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph with non-negative weights associated to its vertices, and
let V ′ ⊆ V denote the set of vertices with outdegree zero. Assume, moreover, that all indegrees are at most
D, and that the weight of each vertex in V \V ′ is smaller by a factor of at least 2D than the sum of weights
of its out-neighbors. Then the total weight in V ′ is at least half the total weight in V.
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that V = {1, . . . , n}, that all edges are facing forward
(i.e., are of the form (i, j) with j > i), and that V ′ = {n−m + 1, . . . , n} for m = |V ′| ≥ 1. Consider
the following process. Initially, for i = 1, . . . , n, set ai to be the weight of vertex i and bi to be zero.
Then, for i = 1, . . . , n−m do the following: for each edge (i, j) leaving i, add aj/D to bj, and then
set ai = bi = 0.
Notice the following two properties. First, since the in-degrees are at most D, we always have
bi ≤ ai for all i. Second, ∑ni=1(ai + bi) never decreases during this process. The reason is that
although we decrease the sum by ai + bi when we set ai = bi = 0, we also increase it by the sum
of weights of i’s out-neighbors divided by D, which is by assumption at least 2ai ≥ ai + bi. Now
consider the situation at the end of the process. One one hand,
n
∑
i=1
(ai + bi) =
n
∑
i=n−m+1
(ai + bi) ≤ 2
n
∑
i=n−m+1
ai,
which is exactly twice the weight of vertices in V ′. On the other hand, this same quantity is at least
the weight of vertices in V, and hence the claim follows.
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Theorem 4.6 (d-to-d games) Let G be a d-to-d game for some d ≥ 2, and assume that ωsdp1(G) = 1.
Then ω∗(G) ≥ 120(d−1) .
Proof: Fix a solution {usa}, {vtb}, z to SDP 1 with value 1 and consider the strategy of Alice and
Bob given by Algorithm 1. Our goal is to show that this strategy has success probability at least
1
20(d−1) . Clearly, it suffices to show this for any fixed questions s, t. So from now on fix a pair of
questions s, t, and let aij =
〈
usi , v
t
j
〉
. Let V ⊆ {1, . . . , k}2 be the set of allowed answers from the
provers, and notice that ∑i,j∈V aij = 1 and aij is zero for all (i, j) /∈ V. By Corollary 4.2, the success
probability is at least pV/2 where
pV = ∑
i,j∈V
aij
aij
max(∑i′ ai′ j, ∑j′ aij′)
.
Let V ′ ⊆ V be the set of all pairs (i, j) ∈ V for which max(∑i′ ai′ j, ∑j′ aij′) ≤ 5(d− 1)aij. Clearly,
pV ≥ 15(d−1) ∑i,j∈V′ aij, and hence it suffices to lower bound ∑i,j∈V ′ aij by 12 .
Consider the directed graph on vertex set V defined as follows. We assign the weight aij to
each vertex (i, j) ∈ V so that the total weight of vertices is 1. Let (i, j) be some vertex V \ V ′. If
∑i′ ai′ j > 5(d− 1)aij, then we put an edge from (i, j) to (i′, j) for all i′ such that ai′ j > aij. Otherwise,
it must be the case that ∑j′ aij′ > 5(d− 1)aij, and we proceed similarly, placing an edge from (i, j)
to (i, j′) for all j′ such that aij′ > aij.
The graph obtained is clearly acyclic. Moreover, the sum of weights of the out-neighbors of
each vertex (i, j) ∈ V \ V ′ is at least 5(d − 1)aij − (d − 1)aij = 4(d − 1)aij, the worst case being
when d − 1 elements in the sum ∑j′ aij′ (or ∑i′ ai′ j) are equal to aij. Also, the vertices in V ′ are
exactly those with outdegree zero, and all indegrees are at most 2(d− 1). We can therefore apply
Claim 4.5 with D = 2(d− 1) to obtain that the weight of vertices in V ′ is at least 12 . This implies
that pV ≥ 110(d−1) , as required.
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